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Abstract
The quantum concurrence of SU(2) ⊗ SU(2) spin-parity states is shown to be invariant under
SO(1, 3) Lorentz boosts and O(3) rotations when the density matrices are constructed in conso-
nance with the covariant probabilistic distribution of Dirac massive particles. Similar invariance
properties are obtained for the quantum purity and for the trace of unipotent density matrix opera-
tors. The reported invariance features – obtained in the scope of the SU(2)⊗SU(2) corresponding
to just one of the inequivalent representations enclosed by the SL(2,C)⊗SL(2,C) symmetry – set
a more universal and kinematical-independent meaning for the quantum entanglement encoded in
systems containing not only information about spin polarization but also the correlated information
about intrinsic parity. Such a covariant framework is used for computing the Lorentz invariant spin-
parity entanglement of spinorial particles coupled to a magnetic field, through which the extensions
to more general Poincare´ classes of spinor interactions are straightforwardly depicted.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The interpretation of quantum information paradigms under the light of relativistic quan-
tum mechanics has been predominantly concerned with how spin-spin and spin-momentum
entanglement does change under Lorentz boosts, in particular, in the context of describing
communication schemes in the relativistic framework [1–9]. It involves, for instance, clock
synchronization systematics [10], position verification algorithms [11], teleportation proto-
cols [12], and theoretical issues related to the entanglement encoded by a pair of spin one-half
particles [13]. In such a relativistic quantum information framework, the fundamental under-
lying question is to address the influence of relativistic frame transformations onto quantum
entanglement to obtain a factorization of kinematical effects from those related to discrete
variable quantum correlations, such as spin-spin or spin-parity entanglement [14–17].
For quantum correlated states described by the fundamental representation of the SU(2)⊗
SU(2) symmetry, in particular, where SU(2) is constructed as a subset of SL(2,C), which is
homomorphic to the homogeneous Lorentz group SO(1, 3) (see Appendix), the above issues
can be indeed formulated according to the Lorentz covariant framework. This structure
reflects the SU(2) ⊗ SU(2) spin-parity intrinsic properties exhibited, for instance, by the
free particle solutions of the Dirac equation, which has an associated Hamiltonian1 written
in terms of Kronecker products between Pauli matrices, σi, as
H = p · (σ(P )x ⊗ σ(S)) +m(σ(P )z ⊗ I(S)2 ), (1)
where σ = (σx, σy, σz), and the superscripts S and P refer to the qubits of spin and parity,
and from which, according to the information content interpretation of quantum mechanics,
the H eigenstates can be identified as two qubit states whose dynamics is constrained by
continuous variables. This picture supports the construction of Dirac state vectors as double-
doublet representations of the SU(2) ⊗ SU(2) group, ψ† = (ψL1, ψL2, ψR1, ψR2) ≡ (2, 1) ⊕
1 The free particle Dirac Hamiltonian in the coordinate space reads
H ψ(t,x) = i
∂ ψ(t,x)
∂t
= (−i∇ · α+mβ)ψ(t,x) = (−iαi∂i +mβ)ψ(t,x) = ±Ep ψ(t,x),
where H expressed in natural units, i.e. with c = ~ = 1, the eigenvalues, ±Ep, are expressed by Ep =√
p2 +m2, and the matrix operators α = (αx, αy, αz) and β satisfy the anticommuting relations, αiαj +
αjαi = 2δijI4, and αiβ + βαi = 0, for i, j = x, y, z, with β
2 = I4, where IN the N -dim identity matrix.
These so-called Dirac matrices, αi and β, in their standard (or Dirac) representation are decomposed into
tensor products of Pauli matrices [14], as αi = σ
(P )
x ⊗ σ(S)i , for i = x, y, z and β = σ(P )z ⊗ I(S)2 .
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(1, 2), which is not unique. In particular, one has the left-handed spinors as doublets (2-dim
representations) of the SU(2) (left) and as singlets (1-dim representations) of the SU(2)
(right), (2, 1) ≡ ψ†L = (ψL1, ψL2) and, of course, the right-handed spinors as doublets of the
SU(2) (right) and as singlets of the SU(2) (left), (1, 2) ≡ ψ†R = (ψR1, ψR2).
Within this framework, the normalized stationary eigenstates in the momentum coordi-
nate are written in terms of a sum of direct products which, in the case of the Hamiltonian
Eq. (1), and even for extensions involving interacting external fields [15], describes spin-
parity entangled states. The point here is the quantification of this entanglement properties
in a completely covariant way which, as it shall be demonstrated, can be achieved through
the identification of the invariance of quantum concurrence under homogeneous Lorentz
transformations.
This manuscript is thus devised as follows. Sec. II is devoted to the understanding of the
covariant quantum information structures involving Dirac spinor states. The definition of
density matrix operators which preserve a trace unipotent invariant behavior under Lorentz
boosts is introduced in order to provide the elementary tools for discussing intrinsic quantum
correlations in a framework which is driven by the quantum mechanics paradigms. Sec.
III summarizes the main result of this manuscript: from the setup definitions introduced
by the covariant framework from Sec. II, a Lorentz invariant expression for the quantum
concurrence between spin and intrinsic parity is straightforwardly obtained and applied for
discussing spin-parity quantum entanglement for Dirac spinor states coupled to a magnetic
field. The quantitative analysis is performed for pure Hamiltonian eigenstates and rank 2
statistical mixtures corresponding to helicity and parity projected states. Our conclusions
are drawn in Sec. IV.
II. SPINORS AND COVARIANT QUANTUM INFORMATION STRUCTURES
Let one starts from the 3-dim Euclidean space definition of two component spinors
χ1 ≡ χ1(kˆ) =

 cos(ϑ/2)
e+iϕ sin(ϑ/2)

 e χ2 ≡ χ2(kˆ) =

 −e−iϕ sin(ϑ/2)
cos(ϑ/2)

 , (2)
where ϑ and ϕ correspond to polar and azimutal angles, respectively, and the spherical
unitary vector kˆ is denoted by kˆ = cos(ϕ) sin(ϑ)xˆ+ sin(ϕ) sin(ϑ)yˆ + cos(ϑ)zˆ.
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Spinors as well as geometrical vectors and more general tensorial objects have a charac-
teristic group representation which is defined by the way that they transform with respect to
the algebra of some symmetry group. Invariant quantities are obtained through elementary
operations involving elements of these group representations according to the corresponding
algebra properties. For instance, under O(3) group transformations, which describe the 3-
dim Euclidean rotations reflected by a gradual and continuous modification of the spherical
angles, from (ϑ1, ϕ1) to (ϑ2, ϕ2) onto the expression for χ1,2, one notices that the unchanged
expression for χ†sχr = δsr is an O(3) invariant quantity.
For a more consistent understanding of the above spinor properties, in what concern their
enhancement with space-time properties, a similar notion of invariance must be extended
to the (1 + 3)-dim Minkowski space. It is indeed performed by generalizing the meaning
of the symmetries involved into O(3) rotations to homogeneous Lorentz transformations of
the SO(1, 3) which have a role analogous to the O(3) rotations in the discussion of the
spinor properties. This is performed by the identification of χ1,2 as the fundamental 2-dim
representations, 2, of the algebra of the SU(2), which is related to the SO(1, 3) symmetry
by a double-covering rotation in the SU(2), i.e. a corresponding transformation driven by
the algebra of the SU(2)⊗ SU(2), where SU(2) is a subset of SL(2,C), SU(2) ⊂ SL(2,C),
which is homomorphic to the homogeneous Lorentz group SO(1, 3) (see Appendix).
The fundamental representation of the objects belonging to the homogeneous Lorentz
group SO(1, 3), according to the homomorphism with SU(2)⊗SU(2), are the Dirac bispinors
which can be described, for instance, either by the above-mentioned double-doublet repre-
sentation of the left-right SU(2)⊗ SU(2) group, ψ† = (ψL1, ψL2, ψR1, ψR2) ≡ (2, 1)⊕ (1, 2)
or even by any other inequivalent representation of the SU(2) ⊗ SU(2). That is the case
of the solutions of the free particle Dirac equation put in the Lorentz covariant notation,
(γµpµ ∓m)u±,s(p) = 0,
u+(p) =
1√
2m(Ep +m)

 (Ep +m) χs(pˆ)
p · σ χs(pˆ)

 and u−(p) = 1√
2m(Ep +m)

 p · σ χs(pˆ)
(Ep +m) χs(pˆ)

 , (3)
with pµ ≡ (Ep, −p), γ0 = β and γi = βαi, such that {γµ, γν} = 2gµν , and which, for the
matter of our proposal, are eigenstates of the free particle Dirac Hamiltonian Eq. (1) iden-
tified by |u±,s(p)〉, associated to positive and negative eigenvalues (associated frequencies),
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±Ep = ±
√
p2 +m2, which can be read as spin-parity entangled states given by
| u±,s(p) 〉 = 1√
2m(Ep +m)
[(Ep +m) |±〉 ⊗ |χs(p)〉 + |∓〉 ⊗ (p · σ |χs(p)〉)] , (4)
corresponding to composite quantum systems in a total Hilbert space H = HP ⊗HS of spin
polarization, |χs(p)〉, and intrinsic parity, |±〉, quantum states, and for which the normal-
ization properties shall be discussed in the following, in agreement with Lorentz covariance
statements.
To clear up the meaning of the covariant behavior of the above structures under SO(1, 3)
transformations, let one reconstructs the above states from some proper reference frame, i.e.
where p is set equals to zero, such that the initial solutions of the Dirac equation are given
by u±,s(0).
Firstly, one notices that the action of the linear transformation, Λ, describing a Lorentz
homogeneous transformation results into the change of space-time coordinates between two
inertial frames, O and O′, moving with respect to each other, such that the particle’s
quadrimomenta in each frame are related by pν′ = Λνµp
µ (≡ p′ = Λp in the matricial
representative notation), where p and p′ follows from the respective notation for O and O′.
Once applied to spinors in the momentum representation, w(p), the homogeneous Lorentz
transformations result into
w(p)→ w′(p′) = U−1(Λ)w(Λp)U (Λ) = S(Λ)w(p), (5)
where S(Λ) has to be obtained by following an overall adequacy to the covariant properties
of the Dirac equation, which returns a simple consistency relation [18]
S−1(Λ) γµ S(Λ)Λ ωµ = γ
ω ↔ S−1(Λ) γµ S(Λ) = Λµζγζ , (6)
that leads to the explicit forms of S(Λ) decomposed into two subsets: one for SO(1, 3)
Lorentz boosts and the other for O(3) rotations.
The subset of Lorentz transformations corresponding to SO(1, 3) Lorentz boosts are given
by
S(Λ) = exp (i η pˆ ·K5) = exp
(η
2
γ5pˆ ·Σ
)
= cosh
(η
2
)
+ γ5(Σ · pˆ) sinh
(η
2
)
=
γµpµγ
0 +m
[2m (m+ E)]
1
2
, (7)
where γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3, the vector components Kj5 = −(i/2) γ5Σj = (i/4)[γj , γ0] with Σj =
γ5αj, and η = arcsinh(|p|/m) is the rapidity parameter related to the momentum p boosted
from the rest frame.
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Once applied to u±,s(0), the covariant boost operator, S(Λ), leads to
S(Λ)u±,s(0) = exp (i η pˆ ·K5) u±,s(0) = ± γ
µpµ +m
[2m (m+ E)]
1
2
u±,s(0) = u±,s(p), (8)
from which, the orthonormalization properties,
u†±,s(p) u∓,s(−p) = 0, u†±,s(p) u±,r(p) = (Ep/m)δsr, (9)
can be put into an equivalent Lorentz covariant form,
u±,s(p) u∓,s(p) = 0, u±,s(p) u±,r(p) = ±δsr, (10)
for which an auxiliary notation for w = w†γ0 has been introduced, and the bi-linear Lorentz
invariant product2, u±,s(p) u±,r(p), as well as the covariant partial closure relations,
±
∑
s=1, 2
u±,s(p) u±,s(p) =
1
2
(
1± γ
µpµ
m
)
, (11)
have been identified.
Similarly, the subset of Lorentz transformations corresponding to O(3) rotations are re-
sumed by
S(Λ) = exp (iθ ·Σ) = cos
(
θ
2
)
+ i(Σ · θˆ) sin
(
θ
2
)
, (12)
with θ = θθˆ, where the rotational axis θˆ, for instance, can be identified by pˆ.
The explicit expressions for S(Λ) reveals that, besides S = S† for Lorentz boosts, one
also has S−1 = S† for O(3) rotations. Given that γ0S†γ0 = S−1 for boosts and rotations,
one notices that [S†, γ0] = [S, γ0] = 0 only for rotations. Therefore, it is clearly relevant
that the covariant behavior under O(3) rotations is reflected into an independent (complete)
invariance of the normalization conditions expressed either by Eqs. (9) or by Eqs. (10). The
same is not true for SO(1, 3) Lorentz boosts, for which only the set of Eqs. (10) are invariant.
Consequently, the choice of the metric normalization structure of the spinorial states
drives the way of how the continuous Lorentz transformations do affect the probabilistic
distribution of the quantum information content of such states, which is namely relevant
when SO(1, 3) Lorentz boosts are discussed. Through an optimized procedure involving the
associated density matrix solutions related to Eqs. (9) and/or (10), quantum information
2 Given that γ0S†γ0 = S−1 , one notices that ww transforms as ww = w†γ0w → w† S†γ0S w =
w† γ0S−1S w = w†γ0w = ww, which is therefore Lorentz invariant.
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quantifiers can thus be encompassed by a SO(1, 3) covariant description where quantum
purity and quantum concurrence are typically Lorentz invariant quantities.
To clarify such an assertion, one firstly introduces a set of (non-covariant) projection
operators at rest frame given by
Ps± = u±,s(0)u†±,s(0) =
1
4
(
I4 + (−1)s−1Σ · kˆ
)
(I4 ± γ0) , (13)
which, at rest frame, does not reflect any dependence on the choice of the normalization
conditions, and where kˆ = cos(ϕ) sin(ϑ)xˆ+sin(ϕ) sin(ϑ)yˆ+cos(ϑ)zˆ is an arbitrary direction
used to define χs(kˆ).
The projectors, Ps±, and their corresponding covariant modified versions, ±Ps±γ0, are
helpful in defining the boosted (or rotated) density matrix operators respectively consistent
with the normalization condition Eqs. (9-10). Starting from the free particle solutions at rest
frame, in both cases, a trace unipotent property is identified by Tr[(Ps±)n] = Tr[(±Ps±γ0)n] =
1. Therefore, at rest frame, both hypothesis for defining density matrix operators associated
to pure states u±,s(0), that are Ps± and ±Ps±γ0, are independently consistent with normal-
ization conditions from Eqs. (9) and (10). In fact one has Ps± = ±Ps±γ0, which turns the
choice into a trivial problem.
However, considering that through the first hypothesis (cf. Eqs. (9)) one identifies the
density matrix operators ρs± with Ps±, which transform as S(Λ)Ps± S†(Λ) under Lorentz
boosts, the unipotent property of Ps± at rest frame is converted into a more enhanced problem
which, at first glance, requires the introduction of a multiplicative factor m/Ep = cosh
−1(η)
as to preserve the probabilistic distribution. Under Lorentz boosts, ρs±, which transforms as
S(Λ)ρs±S
†(Λ) = S(Λ)Ps±S†(Λ), should be redefined as
ρ′s± = cosh
−1(η)S(Λ)Ps±S†(Λ), (14)
as to preserve the following trace properties,
Tr[ρ′s±] = cosh
−1(η) Tr[S†(Λ)S(Λ)Ps±] = cosh−1(0) Tr[ρs±] = 1, (15)
and the space-time local unitarity of the associate quantum theory3.
3 Even if it is already globally preserved by the Lorentz invariant continuity equation which sets
∂µ(u
s
±γ
µus±) = 0. (16)
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The introduction of the re-normalization factor, cosh(η), destroys completely the meaning
of quantum purity from Tr[(ρ′s±)
2] as well as of their now on non-unipotent versions Tr[(ρ′s±)
n],
which are not preserved under Lorentz boost (even if pure states remais as such).
The above aspects are all consistently circumvented by the second hypothesis suggested
above, in which one assumes a strictly covariant form for density operators identified by
ρ¯s± = ±Ps± γ0, which transform as
ρ¯′s± = ±S(Λ)Ps± S†(Λ) γ0 = ±S(Λ)Ps± γ0 S−1(Λ) = S(Λ) ρ¯s± S−1(Λ), (17)
such that
Tr[(ρ¯′s±)
n] = (±1)nTr[S(Λ)Ps± γ0 S−1(Λ)S(Λ) . . . S−1(Λ)S(Λ)Ps± γ0 S−1(Λ)] = Tr[(ρ¯s±)n] = 1, (18)
that corresponds to a unipotent invariant quantity.
Of course, given that S†(Λ) = S−1(Λ) for Lorentz transformations corresponding to O(3)
rotations, for both hypothesis discussed above, in terms of ρ¯s± and of ρ
s
±, the trace unipotent
properties are straightforwardly preserved (i.e. Tr[(ρ¯′s±)
n] = Tr[(ρ′s±)
n] = 1 for O(3) ro-
tations). Therefore, it is worth to mention that [19] the boosted operators from Eq. (14)
exhibit a nonlinear realization of the Lorentz group connected with the quotient space
SO(1, 3)o/SO(3), which is linear on the rotation group. It means that extracting informa-
tion about polarization states is not affected by the above choices. Otherwise, the intrinsic
entanglement measured by the quantum concurrence between polarization and intrinsic par-
ity is straightforwardly affected by the choice of the normalization conditions and by the
respective density operator, as it shall be discussed in the following section.
III. INVARIANCE OF QUANTUM CONCURRENCE
The entanglement, seen as a consequence of the paradigm that rules the quantum super-
position, is properly defined through the concept of separability: entangled states are not
separable. To clarify the above statement, one assumes that a quantum state in a so-called
bi-partite configuration is separable if it is possible to express its associated density operator
̺ as [20]
̺ =
∑
i
qi σ
(1)
i ⊗ τ (2)i , (19)
with σ
(1)
i ∈ H1, τ (2)i ∈ H2 and
∑
i qi = 1.
When density operators are of the form |w〉〈w|, which describes pure states, the separa-
bility issue can be posed into the state vector notation: |w〉 = |w1〉 ⊗ |w2〉, for instance, are
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separable states. Entanglement is quantified through different methods, depending on the
context and on the specific properties that are considered [21]. More generically, for pure
states, the Schmidt decomposition theorem establishes that the traced-out density operators
̺1 (2) = Tr2(1)[̺] have equal eigenvalues. If the state is entangled then either ̺1(2) are mixed
states. In this case, the quantum correlation between 1 and 2 Hilbert spaces can be simply
described by the entanglement entropy EvN [̺] given by
EvN [̺] = S[̺2] = −Tr2[̺2 log2 ̺2] = S[̺1] = −Tr1[̺1 log2 ̺1], (20)
where S[̺] is the von Neumann entropy of the involved susbystems [20]. The entanglement
can indeed be quantified through several theoretical tools [21]. For instance, in case of mixed
states, entanglement quantifiers can be built by means of the convex-roof extension of pure
state entanglement quantifiers [22]. In the scope of the formulation of a Lorentz covariant
theory for quantum correlations, in the particular context of Dirac spinor quantum states,
quantum entanglement for a generic quantum state described by ̺, the entanglement of
formation [23] – the convex-roof extension of EvN [̺] – defined as the average of the pure-
state entanglement, minimized over all decompositions of the mixed state ̺ on pure states,
̺k,
EEoF [̺] = min̺k
∑
k
qkEvN [̺k], (21)
is a prominent candidate for observing Lorentz invariance properties.
For two-qubit states, the entanglement of formation is given by
EEoF [̺] = E
[
1−√1− C2[̺]
2
]
, (22)
with E [λ] = −λ log2 λ − (1 − λ) log2(1 − λ), and where the quantum concurrence, C[̺], by
itself is an entanglement quantifier defined as [23]
C[̺] = max{ω1 − ω2 − ω3 − ω4 , 0}, (23)
where ω1 > ω2 > ω3 > ω4 are the eigenvalues of the operator
√√
̺ (σy ⊗ σy)̺∗(σy ⊗ σy)√̺ .
The point here is that, for two-qubit quantum pure states, a highly simplified expression
for quantum concurrence can be given in terms of a qubit-flip operation [23, 25], which
corresponds to an antilinear operation. To be more specific, for a generic pure state described
by |w〉〈w|, the qubit-flip operation returns |w˜〉〈w˜|, with
|w˜〉 = σ(1)y ⊗ σ(2)y |w∗〉, (24)
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where “∗” denotes the complex conjugation operator. For pure states, ̺ = |w〉〈w|, the
quantum concurrence is thus expressed by
C[̺] =
√
〈w|ρ˜|w〉 = |〈w|w˜〉| =
√
Tr[̺ ˜̺], (25)
with ˜̺ = |w˜〉〈w˜|. For statistical mixtures of two-qubits, otherwise, the quantum concurrence
is defined as the minimum over all pure-state decompositions {qi, wi} of ̺ [25],
C[̺] = min
{qi,wi}
∑
i
qi|〈wi|w˜i〉|. (26)
If a quantum state ̺ is generically identified by
̺ =
1
4
[
I + (σ(1) ⊗ I(2)) · a+ (I(1) ⊗ σ(2)) · b+
3∑
i,j=1
tij(σ
(1)
i ⊗ σ(2)j )
]
, (27)
where tij are the elements of the correlation matrix, T , and a and b are the Bloch vectors of
the corresponding subsystems, it is straightforward to notice that, for pure states, a2 = b2
and the concurrence is given by
C[̺] =
√
1− a2. (28)
Turning back to the aspects of the Lorentz covariant structure of spinor quantum states,
an intrinsic quantum correlation between spin and parity can be evaluated in terms of the
quantum concurrence of ρs± and of ρ¯
s
±. Once that the qubit-flip operator σ
(P )
y ⊗ σ(S)y is
identified with −i γ2, the corresponding qubit-flipped density matrices are given by
ρ˜s± = (−i γ2) u∗±,suT±,s (−i γ2) (29)
and
˜¯ρs± = ±(−i γ2) u∗±,suT±,s (−i γ2)γ0 (30)
where “T” is the transposed matrix, such that
Tr[ρ˜s±] = Tr[(−i γ2)u∗±,suT±,s (−i γ2)] = Tr[−(γ2)2 (u±,su†±,s)T ] = Tr[u±,su†±,s] = Tr[ρs±], (31)
as well as Tr[ ˜¯ρs±] = Tr[ρ¯
s
±], where it has been noticed that (γ
2)2 = −1. Considering the
calculation of the square of the quantum concurrence under the action of a continuous
Lorentz transformation, S(Λ), one typically obtains
C2[ρs±] = Tr[ρs±ρ˜s±]
S(Λ)→ Tr[(Sρs±S†)((−iγ2)S∗ρs∗±ST (−iγ2))] = Tr[S†S ρs± S†S ρ˜s±], (32)
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for the first hypothesis, where it has been noticed that (−iγ2)S = S∗(−iγ2) and (−iγ2)S† =
ST (−iγ2), and which is not invariant under Lorentz boosts, in spite of being invariant under
O(3) rotations. Analogously, by following the covariant hypothesis for ρ¯s±, one obtains
C2[ρ¯s±] = Tr[ρ¯s± ˜¯ρs±]
S(Λ)→ Tr[(Sρ¯s±S−1)((−iγ2)(S(±1)ρs±S†)∗γ0∗(−iγ2))]
= Tr[(Sρ¯s±S
−1)((−iγ2)S∗)(±1)ρs∗±ST (+iγ2)γ0]
= Tr[Sρ¯s±(S
−1S)(−iγ2)(±1)ρs∗± (+iγ2)S†γ0]
= Tr[Sρ¯s±(−iγ2)(±1)ρs∗± (+iγ2)γ0S−1]
= [ρ¯s±(−iγ2)(±1)ρs∗± γ0(−iγ2)]
= Tr[ρ¯s± ˜¯ρ
s
±], (33)
which is a totally invariant quantity under continuous Lorentz transformations.
In order to confront the above results, let one considers a typical Dirac Hamiltonian with
a magnetic field interacting term for a Dirac particle,
H = γ0(m+ µΣ ·B) ≡ m(σ(P )z ⊗ I(S)2 ) + µ(σ(P )z ⊗ σ(S) ·B), (34)
from which, both choices for the normalization scheme lead to pure (eigen)state density
matrices given by
ρs,B± =
1
4
(
1 + (−1)s−1Σ · Bˆ
)(
1± γ0 m+ µΣ ·B
m+ (−1)s−1µB
)
=
1
4
(1± γ0)
(
1 + (−1)s−1Σ · Bˆ
)
, (35)
which coincidently has the same form of ρ¯s,B± . In particular, it straightforwardly results into
the eigenvalues given by
Tr[ρs,B± H ] = Tr[ρ¯
s,B
± H ] = ± (m+ (−1)s−1µB) . (36)
The boosted form of the above quantum states are given by
ρs,B± (p) =
m
Ep
S ρs,B± S
†
=
1
4
{
1 + γ5
Σ · p
Ep
± γ0 m
Ep
+(−1)s−1
[(
m
Ep
± γ0
)
Σ · Bˆ + p · Bˆ
Ep
(
γ5 + (1∓ γ0) Σ · p
Ep +m
)]}
, (37)
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with S ≡ S(Λ(p)), and by
ρ¯s,B± (p) = S ρ¯
s,B
± S
−1
=
1
4
{
1± γ0
(
Ep − γ5Σ · p
m
)
+(−1)s−1
[(
Ep
m
± γ0
)
Σ · Bˆ − p · Bˆ
m
(
(1∓ γ0) Σ · p
Ep +m
± γ0γ5
)]}
,(38)
respectively for the re-normalized usual quantum mechanical picture and for the covariant
picture, and where the term proportional to Σ · (p× Bˆ) was suppressed as to simplify the
role of the boosted magnetic field, given that B remains unchanged along the direction
of the boost. Correspondently, the Bloch vectors are given by a = E−1p (m, 0, p · Bˆ) and
b = E−1p (mBˆ + p(p · Bˆ)/(Ep + m)) for ρs,B± (p), and by a¯ = m−1(Ep, ip · Bˆ, 0) and b¯ =
m−1(EpBˆ − p(p · Bˆ)/(Ep +m)) for ρ¯s,B± (p). In this case, one obtains that
C2[ρs,B± (p)] =
√
1− (a2 + b2)/2 = · · · 6= 0,
and that
C2[ρ¯s,B± (p)] =
√
1− (a¯2 + b¯2)/2 = 0,
given that a¯2 = b¯2 = (E2p − (p · Bˆ)2)/m2 = 1 is a Lorentz invariant quantity.
In certain sense, the above result just exemplifies the already known incompatibility be-
tween Lorentz invariance and Hermitian quantum mechanics. Despite the non-Hermitian
characteristic of the boosted density matrix operator, ρ¯s,B± (p), physical observables and mea-
surement (trace) properties are all preserved and do not violate the probabilistic and statistic
axioms of quantum mechanics [26]. For instance, similar problems involving the normaliza-
tion metric definition, related to such a framework incompatibility, are identified along the
Gupta-Bleuler Lorentz invariant procedure for the second quantization of electromagnetic
fields [27, 28]. Even if the Hermitian version, ρs,B± (p), can be recovered from ρ¯
s,B
± (p), in the
former case, the Lorentz boost preserves Hermicity and positive semi-definiteness of ρs,B± (p),
but changes its trace and, therefore, does not preserve quantum correlation observables.
Of course, all the above mentioned points are encompassed by a deeper analysis of the
compatibility between quantum mechanics and special relativity.
Turning ones attention to a still partially open problem which demands for some strategy
to quantify the entanglement of mixed states (that can eventually exhibit quantum cor-
relations other than entanglement [24]), it is worth noting that the demonstrated Lorentz
invariance of C[ρ¯] can be used as an important component tool for obtaining Lorentz invari-
ant entanglement quantifiers for rank 2 mixed states, which are indeed exactly measurable
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[25, 29]. For a two-qubit state, the concurrence of a given rank 2 mixed state ̺ is given by
[30]
C[̺] = |ω1 − ω2|, (39)
where ωi are the square roots of the eigenvalues of ̺ ˜̺ in decreasing order. It is possible to
demonstrate that [29]
C2[̺] = Tr[̺ ˜̺]−
√
2
{
(Tr[̺ ˜̺])2 − Tr[(̺ ˜̺)2]}. (40)
Once ̺ is identified with the covariant form of ρ¯, one also has C2[ρ¯] as a Lorentz invari-
ant quantity. As another example, several rank 2 mixed states can be obtained from
our preliminary example, for instance, either as ρ¯s,B(p, q) = qρ¯s,B+ (p) + (1 − q)ρ¯s,B− (p) or
as ρ¯B±(p, q) = qρ¯
1,B
± (p) + (1 − q)ρ¯2,B± (p), with 0 < q < 1. For exact helicity and parity
projections, obtained by setting q = 1/2 respectively for ρ¯s,B and for ρ¯B± one has
ρ¯s,B(p, 1/2) =
1
4
{
1 + (−1)s−1
[
Ep
m
Σ · Bˆ − p · Bˆ
m
(
Σ · p
Ep +m
)]}
, (41)
and
ρ¯B±(p, 1/2) =
1
4
{
1± γ0
(
Ep − γ5Σ · p
m
)}
, (42)
and therefore C2[ρ¯s,B(p, 1/2)] = C2[ρ¯B±(p, 1/2)] = 0, since again all the traces involved in the
calculation of C2 are functions of (E2p − (p · Bˆ)2)/m2 = 1, that results into the preservation
of the same values of C2 obtained at rest frame. Correspondently, for ρ¯ replaced by ρ, one
has a complete distortion of any invariant pattern for C2 under Lorentz boosts.
Just to end up, as discussed in Refs. [14, 15], the spin-parity intrinsic structure of Dirac
spinors supports the inclusion of Hamiltonian interacting properties as they appear in a full
Dirac Hamiltonian like [16, 17]
Hˆ = A0(x) Iˆ4 + βˆ(m+ φS(x)) + αˆ · (pˆ−A(x)) + iβˆγˆ5µ(x)− γˆ5q(x) + γˆ5αˆ ·W (x)
+ iγˆ · [ζaB(x)+ κaE(x) ] + γˆ5γˆ · [κaB(x)− ζaE(x) ], (43)
which also transforms according to Poincare´ symmetries described by the extended Poincare´
group [31].The above Hamiltonian admits the inclusion of interactions with an external vec-
tor field with time component A0(x) and spatial components A(x), a non-minimal coupling
with magnetic and electric fields, B(x) and E(x) (via κa and ζa) and also pseudovector field
interactions with time component q(x), and spatial components W (x), besides scalar and
pseudoscalar field interactions through φS(x) and µ(x), respectively. Algebraic strategies [15]
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for obtaining the analytical expression for the matrix density of the associated eigenstates
of the above Hamiltonian problem have been developed [14, 16, 17], however, they are out
of the central scope of this paper.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Although the setup for describing the properties of quantum entanglement under Lorentz
boost has suggested some elegant insights into the physics of quantum information, when
massive charged spinor fields, like Dirac electrons, are considered, a completely covariant
formulation of their related quantum information issues is still missing. Electrons and any
QED spinor interacting particles are indeed described by four component objects in a double-
doublet representation of the SL(2,C)⊗SL(2,C) group – the Dirac bispinors, which satisfy
the Dirac equation. Therefore, a relativistically covariant formulation of quantum concur-
rence quantifiers – as the first step into the direction for taking into account the subtle
properties of massive spinors – has been described in this work.
By following the relativistic quantum mechanics framework supported by Dirac bispinor
symmetry properties, and providing a consistent covariant formulation of the probabilistic
quantum mechanics paradigms, it has been shown that quantum concurrence of SU(2) ⊗
SU(2) entangled structures are invariant under homogeneous Lorentz transformations for
quantum states constructed as spin-parity density matrices. The Dirac structure of the
covariant quantum mechanics formulation is reflected onto the covariant form of quantum
purity and of the trace of unipotent density matrix operators, which are invariant under
SO(1, 3) Lorentz boosts and O(3) rotations. Consequently, the same SU(2)⊗ SU(2) Dirac
bispinor structure exhibits an entaglement profile that is invariant under Lorentz boosts and
rotations, quantitatively preserved at any reference frame.
In particular, the parity symmetry is intrinsically involved into the above problem, given
that parity operations exchange two irreps of the Poincare´ group, such that a proper for-
mulation must be engendered in terms of irreps of the complete Lorentz group. The point
here is that both the information about spin polarization and the SL(2,C)⊗ SL(2,C) cor-
related information about intrinsic parity have been mutually involved into Dirac bispinor
correlations. It is demanded by the fact that SU(2)⊗SU(2) symmetry, is just one of the in-
equivalent representations enclosed by the SL(2,C)⊗SL(2,C) symmetry. The related result
for spin-parity quantum concurrence, and the quantum concurrence of any physical system
which can be covered by the SL(2,C) ⊗ SL(2,C) symmetry where the SU(2) ⊗ SU(2)
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is homomorphic to SO(1, 3), thus achieve a more universal meaning where entanglement
properties do not depend on the kinematics of the quantum systems.
The resulting covariant framework was used for computing the Lorentz invariant spin-
parity quantum entanglement of spinorial particles coupled to a magnetic field, through
which the extensions to more general Poincare´ classes of spinor interactions can be straight-
forwardly investigated.
For this purpose, the subsidiary geometrical structure of Dirac spinors could be helpful in
improving the understanding of Lorentz invariant entanglement properties for SU(2)⊗SU(2)
coupled states. The ground steps into this direction could also be noticed from Ref. [39],
from which a standard Bloch sphere representation for a single qubit is generalized to two
qubits, in the framework of Hopf fibrations of high-dimensional spheres. In this case, a
single-qubit Hilbert space is mapped onto a three-dimensional sphere S3, and for a double-
qubit, the Hilbert space is a seven-dimensional sphere S7, from which, the striking result
is that suitably oriented S7 Hopf fibrations are entanglement sensitive [39]. Furthermore,
subsequent steps in interpreting entanglement in geometric terms through a convenient
quaternionic representation suggests that the two-qubit Hilbert space is fibred over the S4
sphere, isomorphic to the one dimensional quaternionic projective space [40]: the relationship
between base and fibre supports the concept of qubit separability [40]. In general sense,
the correspondence between Hopf fibrations and Dirac-like spinor structures suggests some
equivalence in describing the intrinsic entanglement properties, which certainly deserves
further investigations.
From a different perspective, but in a similar context, several elegant geometric formu-
lations, still more enhanced with the subjacent SL(2,C) Dirac spinor structure, have been
considered in describing covariant quantum entanglement properties [41, 42]. Through the
correspondence between two-qubit system with four-component Dirac spinors, the quantum
entanglement using the mathematical formulation of Cartan’s pure spinors has been worked
out [41]. Essentially, it has been shown how quantifiable intrinsic quantum correlations
structures are exhibited by higher dimensional spinors engendered from elementary unitary
representations of inhomogeneous SL(2,C), which naturally are the ground structures for
the spin-parity quantum correlations here discussed (see the Appendix).
To end up, considering that effects of Lorentz boosts have been also investigated in a
plethora of quantum mechanical problems [32–34], all the above-mentioned frameworks can
be connected to our results as to stimulate one to hypothesize that a completely covari-
ant formulation of quantum correlation issues can also be developed in the context of the
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scrutinization of Bell inequalities [35] and, for instance, in order to extend the results for
Fouldy-Wouthuysen (FW) spin operators [18], as to describe the transformation of spin-spin
entanglement properties encoded in FW eigenstates [36].
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Appendix – The group SU(2) ⊗ SU(2) as a subgroup of SL(2,C) ⊗ SL(2,C) and the
spin-parity intrinsic structure of Dirac bispinors
The group representations of sl(2,C) ⊕ sl(2,C) – the Lie algebra of the SL(2,C) ⊗
SL(2,C) Lie group – are irreducible, since they are tensor products of linear complex
representations of sl(2,C). Given that SU(2) ⊗ SU(2) ⊂ SL(2,C) ⊗ SL(2,C), the uni-
tary irreducible representations (irreps) of the SU(2) ⊗ SU(2) are built through tensor
products between unitary representations of SU(2). Such an one-to-one correspondence
with the SL(2,C) ⊗ SL(2,C) simply connected group imposes a single correspondence
with the sl(2,C) ⊕ sl(2,C) algebra. In fact, the existence of inequivalent representations
of SU(2) ⊗ SU(2) follows exactly from such one-to-one correspondences. The point is
that inequivalent representations (for instance, the one for the chiral basis and another
one for the spin-parity basis) do not correspond to the complete set of representations of
SL(2,C)⊗ SL(2,C), and therefore, each of them, independently, does not exhibit a one-to-
one correspondence with the homogeneous Lorentz transformations that compose the alge-
bra of the SO(1, 3) group. The chiral basis described by a double-doublet representation of
SU(2)⊗SU(2), for instance, maps a subset of transformations of the SO(4) ≡ SO(3)⊗SO(3)
group, as for instance, those which include the double covering rotations.
Turning back to our point, since the SU(2)⊗SU(2) transformations can be mapped into a
subset of SL(2,C)⊗SL(2,C), one may choose two inequivalent subsets of SU(2) generators,
such that SU(2)⊗SU(2) ⊂ SL(2,C)⊗SL(2,C), with each group transformation generator
having its own irrep. In an overall context, despite the effectiveness of the irreps of the
Poincare´ group, in the Lorentz covariant Hamiltonian formulation of quantum mechanics,
one has to pay attention to the inclusion of masses in the relativistic formalism described by
the Dirac equation. It requires the inclusion of the parity symmetry and the equalization of
its role with the helicity (spin one-half projection, eˆp ·σˆ ∼ σˆz) symmetry, as an accomplished
SU(2) symmetry. Under such conditions, one designates the fundamental representation of
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the SUξ(2) as a spinor-like object ξ described by (±, 0), which transforms as a SUξ(2) doublet
(2-dim) of parity quantum numbers, ±, and as a singlet (1-dim), which is transparent under
any SUχ(2) transformation. Reciprocally, the fundamental object of the SUχ(2), a typical
spinor χ described by (0, 1/2), transforms as a SUχ(2) doublet of spin quantum numbers,
±1/2, and as a singlet of the SUξ4.
The meaning of the above mentioned quantities related to parity and helicity can be
clarified by noticing that the total parity operator Pˆ acts on the direct product |±〉⊗|χs(p)〉
as
Pˆ (|±〉 ⊗ |χs(p)〉) = ± (|±〉 ⊗ |χs(−p)〉) ,
and, for instance, it corresponds to the Kronecker product of two operators, Pˆ (P ) ⊗ Pˆ (S),
where Pˆ (P ) is the intrinsic parity (with two eigenvalues, Pˆ (P ) |±〉 = ± |±〉) and Pˆ (S) is the
spatial parity (with Pˆ (S)χs (p) = χs (−p)).
The above construction supports the identification of Dirac Hamiltonian eigenstates with
electrons in the double-doublet irrep of the SU(2)⊗SU(2). Spatial parity couples quantum
states with ± parity and ±1/2 spin quantum numbers given that they are described by
irreps of the Poincare´ group [37]. To comprehend the covariant behavior of parity, one
needs to consider the extended Poincare´ group [31, 38] which also accounts for the helicity
(spin-projection) in a double-doublet SL(2,C) ⊗ SL(2,C) representation given by Dirac
four component spinors, the bispinors satisfying the Dirac equation. Reciprocally, the same
assertion is applied for the understanding of the factorized covariant behavior of the helicity
(spin-projection) at such quantum states.
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